
Ekopel 2K Roll-On Kit Instructions

Recommended Tools :Paint Tray, 1 Mini Roller Frame, 6 Foam Rollers (4 to 6 inches), Foam Brush,
Masking Tape, Masking Paper, Lysol Power Toilet cleaner, Razor Blade, and Gloves

*Before You Begin*Make sure the room temperature is at least 72 degrees (High humidity can cause
fisheyes). If the tub is damaged, fill large chips, holes, dents, cracks, or pitted areas if necessary with a
high-quality auto body filler.

STEP 1: PREP & CLEAN THE TUB – 45 MINUTES

1. Remove all items from and around the tub, shower, or surround. Remove all old caulk
using a razor blade. *ANY RESIDUE OR CONTAMINATION WILL CAUSE UNDESIRED
RESULTS

2. SCRUB surface using Lysol Power Toilet Cleaner or any toilet cleaner with Hydrochloric

acid in it. (Tip: It's extremely important that your tub be free of soap scum. Rinse the
surface with water.)

3. While the surface is wet, sand the entire tub with 220-320 grit sandpaper.

STEP 2: PREP THE SURROUNDING AREA – 30 MINUTES

4. Place a plastic bag over the spout and shower head to prevent water dripping.

5. Use painter’s tape to mask the border of the tub, surround, or sink, and tape off the
drain and overflow.

6. Place a paper floor covering, or another protective surface on the floor around the tub.

7. Wipe everything out one final time with a paper towel, ensuring the entire surface is

clean, dry, and free of debris. (Isopropyl Alcohol is great for a final wipe down)

STEP 3: ROLLING FIRST COAT – 40 MINUTES

8. Pour all of Ekopel Part B into Part A.

9. Hand Mix in the same container for 5 to 10 minutes.

10. Pour the mixed material into a paint tray.

11. Using a foam roller, apply a thin, even coat of the material working high to low, and

inside to the outside. Roll in a consistent direction for best results (Tip: If the roller
shows signs of wear, switch before it breaks.)

12.. Use a foam brush to dab any areas the roller could not reach.

13.. Wait 3 hours or until dry to touch before second application

*1 container per coat is required. NEVER reuse the first mixed container for the second coat.

STEP 4: ROLLING THE SECOND COAT - 40 MINUTES

1. Repeat Step 3 with the 2nd set of A and B.

2. 45 minutes after application, remove any masking and tape.

3. After 24 hours, the tub is ready to be re-caulked and used as normal!

Standard Care and Maintenance: Use cleaners without bleach or grit (we recommend Scrubbing Bubbles), and
clean often to avoid the need for scrubbing! Should you feel you need a bathmat in the bottom of your
refinished tub, that is ok! Use one without suction cups like Refinished Bath Solutions Original Bathmat.

Remove and rinse between uses.


